Abstract differentiate between words is a big challenge. For This paper presents a hybrid method using machine instance, the word 'brown' may refer to a person called learning approach for Named Entity Recognition (NER). Mr. Brown, or the colour of an item which is brown.
INTRODUCTION
There have also been many attempts to improve the performance of NER using a hybrid approach with the
In the field of computational linguistics, one of the combination of handcrafted rules and statistical models very important research areas of information extraction [10] [ I 1] [ 12]. These systems can achieve relatively good (IE) comes in Named Entity Recognition (NER). NER is performance in the targeted domains due to the a subtask of IE that seeks to identify and classify the comprehensive handcrafted rules. Nevertheless, the predefined categories of named entities in text portability problem still remain unsolved when it comes documents. Considerable amount of works have been to dealing with NER in various domains. done on NER in recent years due to the increasing In this paper, we propose a hybrid machine learning demand of automated texts and the wide availability of approach using WEM and H\MM successively. The electronic corpora. While it is relatively easy and natural reason for using two statistical models in succession for a human reader to read and understand the context of instead of one is due to the distinctive nature of the two a given article, getting a machine to understand and models. fl\M is able to achieve better performance than any other statistical models, and is generally regarded as the most successful one in machine learning approach.
* PERSON (ENAMEX) However, it suffers from sparseness problem, which * ORGANIZATION (ENAMEX) means considerable amount of data are needed for it to * LOCATION (ENAMEX) achieve acceptable performance. On the other hand, * DATE (TIMEX) MEM is able to maintain reasonable performance even * TIME (TIMEX) when there are little data available for training purpose.
* MONEY (NUMEX) Our idea is therefore to walkthrough the testing corpus * PERCENT (NUMEX) using MEM first in order to generate a temporary tagging result, while this procedure can be simultaneously used From the list above, three subtasks are derived from as a training process for HMM. During the second these seven types of named entities and assigned with walkthrough, the corpus uses HMM for the final tagging. three respective SGML tag elements, namely ENAMEX, In this process, the temporary tagging result generated by TIMEX and NUMEX. As TIMEX and NUMEX are MEM will be used as a reference for subsequent error fairly easy to predict with some effective finite state checking and correction. In the case when there are little methods [15] , our paper will hence deal only with training data available, the final result can still be reliable ENAMEX which are highly variable and ambiguous. due to the contribution of the initial WEM tagging result.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the 2.2 Previous Approaches second section, some background studies are carried out and the related previous approaches in NER are Since MUC-6 and MUC-7, many NER systems have mentioned. The methodology we use is then presented in been proposed and proven to be successful in their section 3. Next, section 4 discusses the experimental targeted domains. In general, NER systems that use results based on our proposed system. In the final handcrafted rules still lead the way, with the highest Fsection, conclusion is drawn with some anticipated future measure score up to 96.4% achieved in MUC-6 as works being suggested.
compared to the statistical approaches that were able to achieve 94.9°O [5] .
BACKGROUND
In There have been substantial amount of works done goals and tasks were set up for MUC-6 to make the IE using the rule-based approach. One of the very well system more practical with an aim to achieve automatic documented systems that followed the direction of this performance with high accuracy. "Named Entity" was approach is the framework of the LaSIE System reported then developed to help identifying the names of person, by Wakao et al. [1] . Another well-known example of organization, and geographic location in a text. Since rule-based system can be found in the IsoQuest's NetOwl then, the NER task has become a central theme in the Text Extraction System presented by Krupka and subsequent MUCs (see [13] [14] for more details).
Hausman [2] . Meanwhile, Diana Maynard et al. [3] had As the MUCs progress, the research program on NER also built an NER system based on handcrafted rules that has gradually focused more on narrow sub domains, such is able to achieve an average of 9300 precision and 9500 as newswires on terrorist attacks (MUC-3 and MUC-4), recall across a diverse text types. and reports on air vehicle launched (MUC-7). With this Statistical approach, on the other hand, works by shift of focus, NER has become very crucial in these using a probabilistic model containing features to the types of IE exercises.
data which are similar to the rule-based approach. The According to the specifications defined in these features of the data, which could be understood as rules M\UCs, the NER tasks generally work on seven types Of set for the probabilistic model, are produced by learning named entities as listed below with their respective the resulting corpora with correctly marked named markup: entities. The modified H\MM used by IdentiFinder was In the last decade, large amount of works in NER subsequently adopted by Zhou and Su [5] . In their work, have been done using the statistical approach based on they were able to increase the performance of their NER some very large corpora. The MEM, one of the most system dramatically by introducing four sub-features popular statistical models, has been applied frequently in with back-off modelling. Using the test data from MUCvarious NER tasks. One significant account on MEM is 6 and MUC-7, their system was able to achieve Fthe MENE system reported by Borthwick et al. [6] . In measure scores of 96.600 and 94.10 %respectively. their system, they used four main features to identify the Many more previous works were done using named entities, which they referred to as the binary statistical models other than MEM n a fi(h t) that there will be sufficient training after parsing through Zt (h) the corpus using WEM, it is not necessary for our system It is necessary to note that the history h mentioned in to use the back-offmodels such as those used by [4] [5] . the model refers to all the conditioning data that enable
In our system, H\MM is used mainly for global context our system to make a decision on the tagging process. It checking, that is to check the occurrences of the same comprises of all information derivable from the corpus named entity in different sections of the same text relative to a token whose tag we are trying to determine, document. We believe that checking the context from the may it be the word itself or the features. The product of whole document is important as this will ensure the the weightings for all features active on h will then be consistency of the tagged named entities and resolve calculated, and eventually be divided by a normalization some ambiguous cases. For instance, an organization's function, Z,(h).
name is often abbreviated especially when it has already been mentioned somewhere in a document. By checking 3.1.1 Feature function. The computation of P(tlh) above the global information, we are able to identify the is dependent on a set of feature functionf(h,t) that carries abbreviation as an organization. Besides that, we often binary values. The feature function will help to make encounter some entities that are highly ambiguous, and prediction on the tagging process based on some useful their categories cannot be determined without taking the word features as well as lexical features. For instance, if global context into consideration. The phrase 'Honda h is capitalized =true and the previous word is "Mr.", the City' in sentences such as "Honda City is nice" or feature function will be set to 1 because it is very likely "Promotion for Honda City" could easily be that t is a <PER>. Otherwise, the feature function will be misinterpreted as a location based on the local contextual set to 0 so that it is not counted in the weightings. For the evidence, unless we found another sentence that sounds feature selection process, we implement a simple count-like "I am driving Honda City". based feature reduction [7] to include only those features Similar to the previously used MEM, we use H\MM to that have been seen at least three times on the testing compute the likelihood of words occurring within a given corpus. Multiple features are allowed for a single word. It category of named entity. Every tokenized word is now is necessary to note that the features we use are similar to considered to be in ordered pairs. By using a Markov those used by MENE [6] and IdentiFinder [4] . chain, the likelihood of the words is calculated simply based on the previous word.
3.1.2 Gazetteers. Gazetteer has been found to be an For classifying the named entities, our system finds essential element of our proposed NER system due to the the most likely tag t for a given sequence of words w that limited amount of training material available for MEM. maximizes P(tjw). In this section, we report on the results of our appropriate weight is being assigned to each feature, the proposed NER system. As mentioned earlier, we use final stage is to perform a viterbi search [16] to find the BNC as the testing corpus in our work. Only 100 articles from BNC are extracted for the experimental purposes. This is due to the fact that we have to manually compile regardless of the size of the training data. Table 2 below the key files -the files containing all the correctly shows the F-measure scores for various domains based annotated named entities -from all the selected articles. on <PER>, <LOC> and <ORG>, whereas Fig. 1-3 These key files are later used to evaluate the accuracy of highlight the superiority of using the hybrid approach the resulting marked-up files produced by our system. than single statistical model. We reckon that it is just not possible for us to work on the whole corpus within the scope of our current research The results above demonstrated the portability of our a wide range of domains from different fields (see Table system to work in different domains. In overall, we are 2). This is to ensure that our system is flexible on various able to achieve F-measure scores above 9000 in most of domains. The recognition task will then be performed on the domains. For some commonly used domains, the the 100 articles without human intervention, and the system can even obtain a high-flying performance with three desired categories of named entities found will be F-measure scores well over 95%. marked up within the articles. Scoring of the results is Among the three desired categories, <PER> has done by registering the recall and precision, and achieved the highest F-measure with an average of thereafter calculating the F-measure score. Here, we 93.81%. It is followed by <LOC> with average of define recall R as the number of correct tags in the file 91.72%. <ORG> is still the most ambiguous category, marked up by our system over the total number of with only an average of 87.05% being achieved.
annotated tags in the key file. The purpose of recall is to
From our results, we notice that our system performed measure how well our system can perform the poorly on the 'Imaginative' domain that contains recognition task. Meanwhile, we define precision P as fairytales and poetries. Due to the nature of this domain, the number of correct tags in the file marked up by our we believe that the contextual evidence for the training system over the total number of tags being marked up. features is hard to find, thus resulting in the lower scores. This is to see how accurate our system can perform the If we leave the 'Imaginative' domain out of the recognition search. F-measure is then calculated based on framework, the overall F-measure score can be the weighted harmonic mean 
